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A FLOW CHART APPROACH TO CONSOLIDATIONS 
ABSTRACT 
Although the consolid a tion process is a series of interrelated adjustments and 
eliminations, it is rarely pictured as an integrated whole. The flow chart approach 
presented herein accomplishes this objective and can serve as a model for the sol -
ution of consolidation problems. Following this conceptual approach allows the user 
to see the place of each adjustment and elimination in the overall perspective of 
the consolidation process. 
A FLOW CHART APPROACH TO CONSOLIDATibNS 
The teaching of consolidations often follows a segmented appro a ch i n which 
selected topics and the related elimina t ions a r e examined somewhat independent l y 
of each other and of _the effect on the overall consolidation . In the flow chart 
approach.presented ih this paper , the emphasis i s on the complete sequentia l dev -
elopment of the consolidation process through a series of interrelated steps and 
el iminations. The flow chart , augmented by the development of the e l imination 
entries identified in the flow diagram, is presented in Figure 1. 
In confonnity with Hodern- Advanced Accounting 
., 
Meigs , Mosich and Larsen, .1975 
• l • • ._ 
Figure 1 utilizes entity theory for the calculation of goodwill, parent theory for 
: : ., 
the ·computation of minority interest, and the treasury stock method for de_aling 
with parent company stock owned by a subsidiary . Income taxes are omitted from 
. ' 
consideration and proper use of the . equity method by the parent in accounting for 
the investment in the subsidiaty is assumed. However, it is further assumed that 
the parent recorded its share of the subsidiary ' s net income as reported witho ut 
adjustment for items of intercompany profi t or loss included in the net income of 
the subsidiary. Abbreviations used are as follows : 
INA identifiable net assets FA = fixed assets 
s = subsidiary company MI = minority interest 
p = pa rent company APIC = additional paid in capital 
GW. = goodwill BRE = beginning retained earnings 
EI ending inv entory FV = fair value 
Bl = beginning inventory BV = book value 
Although the flow chart does not cover every conceivable problem aQd situation 
which can arise in a consolidation, it will accomodate most consolidations . I n fact , 
the three types of consolidation problem~ which have appeared in the practice part 
of the CPA examination in recent years can be so l ved by fol l owing the procedures 
outlined. The on l y necessary' adaptation is to substitute "net income" for specific 
revenue and expense acco unts in the eliminations if a reta ine d earnings stat ement 
and a balance sheet are furnished instead of a pre-cl o sing trial balance. If the 
problem involv es only a balance sh eet, "ret ained earnings" would be used in the 
eliminations in place of the nominal accounts . Figure 2 shows the use of :·the step-
by-step procedure s in solving these three types of consolidation problems. The CPA 
examination problems are identified but not reproduced and only the eliminations 
required by each problem are shown. 
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